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We present a detailed account of phonon generation by superconducting tunnel junctions
(Sn-I-Sn) and by Sn and Pbo 5Tlo 5 films pumped by a heat pulse. The spectrum and propaga-
tion characteristics of the generated phonons is studied through the resonance absorption by
Sb-donor levels in uniaxially compressed Ge. At all values of generator power (up to a few
watts) the emitted phonons show a large density at a value of energy equal to the superconduct-
ing energy gap (2D). In contrast, the spectrum emitted by a constantan heater is shown to be
in quantitative agreement with the blackbody-radiation model. The experiments show that the
mean free path of longitudinal and transverse phonons in the superconductor changes discon-
tinuously when h& =26. Theoretical calculations show that significant reabsorption of phonons
of energy &2K results in a nonlinear buildup of the intensity of the 2D phonons. The propaga-
tion characteristics of these phonons in Ge: Sb show a frequency and polarization dependence
in excellent agreement with the Griffin-Carruthers theory of resonance-fluorescence phonon
scattering by donor levels. The magnetic field tunability of the generated 2Q phonons in Sn is
utilized to study the ground state of V ' in A1203. Transverse phonons of energy 1.02 meV-
propagating along the c axis are resonantly absorbed as expected according to theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

The primary motivation for high-frequency pho-
non-propagation research is its application to a
variety of problems at thermal frequencies. At
frequencies above about 5&& 10 Hz several inter-
esting effects become observable. For example,
the energy gap (2a) of most superconductors lies
in the region of 0. 4 to 4 meV (-10"to 10~2 Hz).
Thus, high-frequency phonon-propagation studies
might reveal important parameters about the elec-
tron-phonon interaction in superconductors and
their relationship to other measurements. Also,
the energy levels of a variety of defects in insula-
tors and semiconductors lie in the range of ther-
mal-phonon frequencies. In many cases the levels
of interest are strongly coupled to the strain and
hence phonon excitation may be a more fruitful
(and possibly simpler) method to study such levels
than conventional far-infrared photon absorption.
In addition, the problem of phonon-defect interac-
tion is of interest in itself. Finally, lattice an-
harmonicity and dispersion (in the acoustic modes)

become important in many solids (and liquid heli-
um) at frequencies of 10" to 10'~ Hz. Thus, it is
clear that monochromatic-phonon-propagation ex-
periments at high frequencies are potentially of in-
terest to the current theories of heat transport
(thermal-phonon lifetimes), electron-phonon inter-
actions, and nonlinear parameters in a variety of
different materials.

In this paper we present a detailed account of
our work' on the spectrum of phonons generated
by (a,) thin-film superconducting tunnel junctions
(Sn-I-Sn) and (b) by superconducting (Sn and

Pbo ST10,) films pumped by a heat pulse. The
spectra and propagation characteristics of the
generated phonons are studied through the obser-
vation of resonance absorption by Sb-donor levels
in uniaxially compressed Ge and by time-of-flight
techniques. We show that the spectrum consists of
a narrow band of phonons centered at the super-
conducting energy gap 2b, . Furthermore, the
emitted-phonon frequency is tuned by application
of a magnetic field parallel to the plane of the
film. This tunability is used to study the ground-
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state splitting of V ' ions in A1203. Our measure-
ments provide some answers to the questions dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph. In particular,
we present (a) strong evidence for the discontinu-
ous change in phonon lifetime when the phonon en-
ergy becomes greater than the superconducting
energy gap and (b) we show that one can get de-
tailed information about the modal, directional,
and frequency dependence of the phonon-defect in-
teraction for two different cases in a very direct
way.

Other techniques, besides that discussed above,
have been used for phonon-propagation spectros-
copy in the past. Thermal-conductivity and more
recently heat-pulse'6 measurements have been
successfully used to study resonant phonon scatter-
ing by impurities, but with a resolution compara-
ble to kB T. Morton and Hosenberg' and Waltons
have achieved higher resolution by measuring the
change in thermal conductivity as a function of
magnetic field in crystals doped with paramagnetic
impurities; the phonons in resonance with the
Zeeman splitting of the spins "burn a hole" in the
blackbody spectrum and hence a higher resolution
is achieved. Shiren, Anderson and Sabisky, '
Channin et al. ,

"and Benk and Deisenhofer' have
used paramagnetic and paraelectric impurities for
monochromatic-phonon generation and, particular-
ly, detection. These techniques, though narrow
band, are not generally applicable to a wide class
of materials because of the problem of acoustically
bonding one crystal to another. On the other hand,
Brillouin scattering is a general technique, with
good frequency and directional resolution, but
with presently available lasers it is limited to
microwave frequencies while the frequencies of
interest in our experiment are typically at least an
order of magnitude higher. Finally, conventional
ultrasonic techniques are also limited to frequen-
cies of the order of 10' Hz because coherent piezo-
electric detection of very short-wavelength acous-
tic waves requires perfection of sample geometries
to an atomic scale. ' In our experiment the prob-
lem of geometrical perfection is circumvented by
using thin-film superconducting tunnel junctions
as incoherent quantum generators and detectors.
Furthermore, the excellent acoustical contact (with
solids) made by evaporated thin films enables one
to do a time-of-flight measurement at high frequen-
cies in analogy with the usual pulsed-microwave
ultrasonic exyeriment.

The paper is divided into four major parts.
Section II contains the theoretical and experimental
background on heat-pulse propagation in solids,
phonon generation, and detection using supercon-
ducting tunnel junctions and contains the results
of calculations on the lifetime of high-frequency
phonons in superconductors. A summary is given

of what is known about the phonon-defect interac-
tion for the systems of concern to us in this work.
In this section we attempt to develop a unified view,
especially since a large number of different fields
are involved.

Section III describes the experimental techniques.
Particular emphasis is given to details, which are
not normally found in the literature, and which we
believe will be useful to other investigators.

Section IV summarizes our experimental results.
In this section we also give a brief discussion of
the dynamical processes occurring in a supercon-
ductor under intense excitation and point to future
directions of study.

Il. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

In this section we briefly review the salient
features of heat-pulse propagation in solids, pho-
non generation, and detection using superconducting
thin films and the selection rules governing the
phonon-defect interaction for the cases of interest,

A. Heat-Pulse Propagation in Solids

The properties of thermal phonons in many sol-
ids have recently been studied by the heat-pulse
method. "'6 In this method the phonons are gen-
erated by passing a submicrosecond current pulse
through a heater film (typically constantan) evap-
orated onto one end of the sample under study and
are detected at the other end (after a time of flight
determined by the mode of propagation) by means
of a thin-film superconducting bolometer. The
shapes and intensities of the received heat pulses
depend strongly on the phonon mean free path A

(relative to the sample length L), and we discuss
three distinct cases below.

I. Case of No Scattering (A && L)

In this regime the heat pulse travels purely bal-
listically and arrives at the detector at times cor-
responding to rectilinear propagation of longitudi-
nal and transverse sound. The heat-pulse proper-
ties'~ are determined by the rate at which the pho-
non power is transmitted (per unit area) from the
heater to the sample and is given by a Stephan-
Boltzmann-type radiation law

with

L T ~ 4o/hgTh -1
3 " hs 2+s

g(~ h T )
2 2 (~h)2 (~h)2

In (1) T„is the heat-pulse temperature; T, is the
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P(TI„T) V( 4m 4 1 2
( 4 4)15' B (vs )2 (vs )2 h s

= (r(T„' T,'), - (2)

where
3 1 2

(v,)' (v', )' (v', )'

Throughout the above discussion we are assum-
ing the Debye model, i.e. , kI3T„«&AD, and that
the sample is isotropic. Even in the absence of
polarization-dependent scattering the absolute in-
tensity of the different polarizations will depend
strongly on orientation of the sample due to chan-
neling or focusing of the radiated-phonon energy
due to the elastic anisotropy. ' For simplicity we
are neglecting such focusing effects here but will
come back to it later when we discuss the absolute
intensities of our observed pulses in Sec. IV A.

In Eq. (1), g(&e, T„,T, ) specifies the frequency
spectrum of phonons in the heat pulse. If the
power supplied to the heater is small, i.e. , T„
= T„then g(&o, T„,T, ) has its maximum at I~ ~
=3.8k~ T„andone essentially does a sophisticated
thermal-conductivity experiment with time-resolu-
tion capability. Thus Eqs. (1) and (2) reduce to

V', /ft =4o n. T/T',

as expected, where we have assumed that aT
= T„—T, is small compared to T, . Under these
conditions (and assuming that the bolometer is a

ambient temperature of the sample; V, is the input
heater voltage; R is the heater resistance; v~,
v~, vL, , v~ are velocities of longitudinal and trans-
verse sound in the heater and sample; and tJ.', t&', tl,",
t~ are acoustic transmission coefficients from
heater to sample and sample to heater. Several
attempts have been made to calculate and measure
these coefficients. ' In the perfect-coupling black-
body-radiation model" '~ the entire thermal energy
radiated by the heater is transmitted to the solid
under study and the transmission coefficients
(which are related to each other by the "principles
of detailed balance" ) have a value equal to unity.
If the constantan metal film were not in excellent
thermal contact with the crystal, typical pulse
powers of several watts or more would heat the
film (d= 500 A) to many thousand degrees and burn
it out. For a ballistic heat-pulse experiment to
work the thermal relaxation time of the metal film
to the solid must be much less than the pulse
duration. Thus, if the thermal energy (heat) is
perfectly coupled to the crystal under study, one
end of the crystal gets heated up during the appli-
cation of the pulse. The volume heated up is
Av'gt, where A is the contact area, v' is the aver-
age sound velocity, and pt is the pulse duration.
The heat-pulse temperature is then, given by

P(T„,T, )/W= f g((u, T„,T, ) e ' '" r" d(u

~o(T'„-T,') ~ V', /It . (5)

Thus the power transmitted is no longer given by
(3) or (4) and one has to invoke a specific model
for A(~, T, ) and convolute the Planck integral (5)
to get the dependence of the transmitted power in
the ballistic pulse. Or conversely, by careful
measurements of the power dependence of the bal-
listic-pulse amplitude one can, by curve fitting,
obtain the frequency and temperature dependence
of the phonon mean free path A(&u, T, ). In Eq. (5)

good, broad-band energy detector) the detector
signal is proportional to V, and T,

If the power supplied to the heater is large, T„
» T, , and Eq. (1) simply becomes

V;/R=0T„. (4

The phonon-frequency distribution is now charac-
terized by a high temperature T„and is indepen-
dent of the ambient temperature T, of the crystal.
This enables one to vary the phonon frequencies
and the ambient temperature independently, some-
thing which cannot be done in the conventional
thermal-conductivity experiment. The maximum
in the phonon-frequency spectrum now occurs at
I& =2.8k~T„. It is important to emphasize here
that in the ballistic regime the heat-pulse temper-
ature is not a well-defined quantity, and the con-
cept of a "pulse temperature" is merely used to
specify the frequency spectrum via the blackbody-
radiation formula. The actual temperature rise at
the detector end may be quite small due to geo-
metrical losses which are large, for example, if
the heater and detector are small in si.ze. Thus
the problem here is analogous to that of radiation
from the stars whose frequency spectrum is char-
acterized by a high "temperature" but with a con-
tinuously decreasing radiation energy density via
some geometrical "dilution function. "' Thus the
signal at the bolometer end can still be proportion-
al to V~ but the heat-pulse temperature (which
specifies the frequency distribution) will be pro-
portional to the square root of the input voltage V, .

2. Case of Weak Scattering (A = I.)

If the mean free path A = L, then the ballistic
pulse is attenuated sorgewhat and the scattered
energy ends up in a weak diffusive pulse. This is
the regime which will be of primary concern to us
in thi. s paper since we are interested mainly in the
modal and directional-propagation characteristics
of the phonon pulses.

Assuming that only single-scattering events take
place, the unscattered power is damped exponen-
tially'9 and Eq. (1) for the power in the ballistic
pulse reduces to
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we have not assumed any explicit polarization de-
pendence of A(&u, T, ), however, (5) can very simply
be generalized to take this into account by breaking
up g(~, T„,T, ) and A(~, T,) into individual polariza. -
tion components. Such a procedure is valid be-
cause the time of overlap of the longitudinal and

transverse pulses is small if the pulse width is
much less than the transit time as is usually the
case in our experiments.

3. Case of Strong Scattering (A&& L)

If the phonon mean free path is very short, the
ballistic pulse is rapidly attenuated and almost all
of the signal ends up in the diffusion pulse. The
ratio" of the amplitude of the ballistic pulse (I~)
to that of the diffusion pulse (I~), at the time of ar-
rival of the ballistic pulse is given by

where bt is the width of the input pulse and v = A/v
is the relaxation time.

In the limit ~-0, the shape of the diffusion pulse
is a Gaussian, ~o i.e. ,

llmI (L, t)=
(4 )gt e '&t ' as T-O, (7)

where

In (7) aT the temperature rise is assumed small.
In all of the discussion above A is assumed to be
governed by resistive-scattering processes only.
If "normal" processes are dominant the heat pulse
cavd travel as a true "temperature wave" or "sec-
ond sound" as has been observed by others. ' Such
second-sound propagation will not be of concern
to us and hence is not discussed further.

B. Phonon Generation and Detection Using Superconducting
Tunnel Junctions

In this section we consider briefly the proper-
ties of single-particle tunneling in superconducting
tunnel junctions as phonon generators and detec-
tors. In all of this discussion we are referring to
a symmetric junction (superconductor-insulator-
superconductor).

l. Phonon Generation

If a voltage V& 2b/e is applied to a supercon-
ducting tunnel junction, the injected high-energy
quasiparti. cles, according to Tewordt, ' decay
primarily by a two-step process involving inco-
herent phonon emission. The probability for photon
emission has been shown to be negligibly
small. The first step consists of a relaxation in
time vr to energy b, (mea. sured with respect to the
Fermi level) and simultaneous emission of a single

phonon. For the excitation energies of interest
Tewordt has shown that two-phonon emission has
a negligible effect on particle decay in comparison
to single-phonon emission. The relaxation pho-
nons will, however, possess a continuous energy
spectrum, ranging from 0 to eV-2~ reflecting the
BCS distribution of injected ciuasiparticles and/or
the phonon density of states F(~) in the supercon-
ductor. ~ In the second step two quasiparticles at
the gap edge recombine and emit in time ~R a
"monochromatic" phonon of energy 26.

The relaxation and recombination lifetimes 7~
and T'~ have been measured experimentally+ in the
case of Al and have the respective values of =10
and =10 sec at 0. 37 K. At comparable reduced
temperatures these times are believed to be con-
siderably shorter for the stronger-coupled super-
conductors, such as Pb and Sn which are of inter-
est in this work. Assuming a spherical Fermi
surface and an average electron-phonon coupling
constant derived from high-temperature resistivity
Schrieffer and Ginsberg and Rothwarf and Cohen
have calculated a value of the order of 10 sec for
7~ for the case of Pb at 1.4'K. The small value
of this lifetime is necessary for studies involving
time-resolved phonon spectroscopy.

Thus for an arbitrary bias voltage V the spec-
trum of generated phonons should consist of a
monochromatic recombination peak at 2~ and a
continuous spectrum of relaxation phonons with a
cutoff at Acg,„=eV—2a. The width of the mono-
chromatic peak, neglecting gap anisotropy, is due
to a velocity threshold effect which causes the re-
combination process and should yield a Q of typi-
cally 10'. The intensity of the monochromatic
peak must increase linearly with generator current
(for 26 & e V& 4tI, ) since each injected quasiparticle
contributes to one recombination phonon of energy
2a. For eV&4b, the intensity of the 2b, peak must
increase nonlinearly for two reasons: (i) Addition-
al 2A phonons are created during the relaxation
process and (ii) due to significant reabsorption of
phonons of energy & 2A within the generator films
by pair breaking, additional 2~ phonons will be
created when the secondary quasiparticles recom-
bine to form Cooper pairs. That such reabsorp-
tion of high-energy phonons is the dominant mech-
anism for the film thickness of interest here was
suspected by Kinder, I aszmann, and Eisen-
menger. 6 We recently showed experimentally '

that this is true and we discuss it in greater detail
later in this paper. Theoretical calculations which
show the nonlinear buildup in the intensity of 2h
phonons are discussed in Sec. IIC.

2. Phonon Detection

As mentioned briefly above and discussed in
greater detail later, the mean free path of phonons
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of energy h~ & 2a is extremely short (& 1000 A) in
superconductors such as Sn and Pb and hence high-
ly sensitive detection of high-frequency phonons
is possible with thin films of these materials.

A tunnel-junction detector works in a manner
complementary to the tunnel-junction generator
discussed above. The detector is current biased
in the voltage range of thermally excited quasi-
particle tunneling (0 &eV& 2a) and at a. point where
dV/dI is a maximum. Phonons with an energy
~ 24 are strongly absorbed and break Cooper pairs.
The increase in number of excited quasiparticles
causes a large drop in the voltage for a constant-
curr ent-biased junc tion.

For film thicknesses andtemperaturesof interest
the junction is believed to be perfectly transparent
for phonons Scu & 2h and perfectly black for phonons
Ace & 2~, with the width of the absorption edge at
2A being determined by gap anisotropy. In Sec.
IIC we provide quantitative estimates on the ab-
sorption coefficient for high-frequency phonons in
a super conductor.

C. Heat Pulses and the Attenuation of High-Frequency Phonons;
in a Superconductor

One of the outstanding successes of the BCS
theory of superconductivity has been the success-
ful explanation of the temperature dependence of the
ultrasonic attenuation in superconductors for fre-
quencies A+ «2L. According to the BCS theory
the chief difference in the ultrasonic attenuation in
a superconductor compared to a normal metal
arises from the coherence effects associated with
the pairing. If the attenuation is normalized to the
normal state, all terms excepting the terms in-
volving coherence effects in the matrix element
drop out. The net result is

ns 1 l,
EE' —b, EE'

a„n~ I

zz' "' ](z'- ~')]z" —~']]"')

x [f(E) -f(E')]dE, (8)

where in the weak-coupling limit ~= 60 and is real.
In (8) ns and n„are the attenuations in the super-
conducting and normal states, respectively, E'
=E+k&u, and f(E) =(e ']sr+I) ' is the Fermi func-
tion. In the usual ultrasonic case of h& «6 the
coherence factor cancels out the density-of-states
factor and we get

ns/ns = 2f(&)

If, however, the phonon energy h& is not small
compared to 2a then (8) can be written in the form

ns 2
l

EE
k.-l [(E .)(E" .)]

[f()-f(')]

EE' —Z'
[(E2 ~2)(Ei2 ~s)]1/2

x [f(E) f(E—')]dE . (10)

The first term in (10) corresponds to the scattering
of a quasiparticle by a phonon and is absent at T
=0'K. The second term corresponds to a creation
of a pair of quasiparticles by the decay of a phonon
and is usually referred to as the pair-breaking
term. The pair-breaking term occurs at all tem-
peratures as long as h&u & 2a(T).

The lifetimes of the quasiparticles and phonons
in a superconductor for hw-2h were first calcu.-
lated by Tewordt and at about the same time by
Privorotskii. These calculations were quantita-
tively extended by Bobetic who used numerical-
integration methods. The results are summarized
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) where we show the frequency
dependence at a, fixed reduced temperature (f = T/
T, ) and the temperature dependence for a fixed fre-
quency. It is clear that there is a large discon-
tinuous change in absorption when h&u = 2a(T). The
magnitude of the discontinuous jump is given by

f](n,/n, ) = l]] [1 —2f(&(T))],

and at very low temperatures [h+-= 26(0)] has the
value of —,'g. The infinite slope of the absorption
edge arises from the square-root density-of-states
factors occurring in (10) and is to be contrasted
with the linear rise in absorption at the corre-
sponding energy threshold in electromagnetic ab-

sorption. It is clear from Eq. (11) and Fig. 1

that at elevated temperatures (i & 2), t](ns/ns) de-
creases due to the additional absorption by ther-
mally excited quasiparticles. Nevertheless, in the
isotropic model the gap edge A&a = 26(T) continues
to be an infinitely sharp threshold.

The magnitude of the change in n~ for Sw & 2h
when compared with 8& «2h is even more striking.
At temperatures of the order of 1.2 K the change
in absorption coefficients at the gap edge corre-
sponds to a change in value of the order of 10 and

10 in the phonon mean free path for Pb and Sn.
The absolute magnitude of the absorption coeffi-
cient at the gap edge is somewhat more difficult to
estimate. This depends on a precise knowledge of
the magnitude of n~. These values are unknown

experimentally for the cases of tin and lead at the
frequencies of interest. If one extrapolates the
very low-frequency ultrasonic measurements for
longitudinal modes of Mason and Bommel~ to a
frequency of 5 x 10"Hz according to theory, 5 one
obtains a mean free path of the order of 10 cm.

So far we have not considered any explicit po-
larization dependence. In the BCS expression for
the ratio n /n tshe psolarization terms cancel. Ac-
cording to the classical theory of ultrasonic atten-
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uation in metals by Masonss and Pippard the value
of n~ should increase linearly with frequency for
longitudinal waves at high frequencies. The atten-
uation for transverse waves at high frequencies is
extremely small and independent of frequency.
This strong polarization dependence is also pre-
dicted by the quantum theory of the electron-phonon
interaction (in the free-electron theory) as long as
one considers "normal" (N) processes only. In
such a process q= & —&' (q is the phonon-momen-
tum, and g and g' are the electron momenta before
and after scattering), and since the interactiona7

goes as (v —a') ~ e~ where e, is the polarization of
the sound wave, it is zero for transverse phonons.
In an umklapp (U) process, however, the electron
and phonon momenta are no longer perpendicular
for the transverse yhonons and the interaction
is nonzero. It is important to point out here that
the precise magnitudes of the N and U processes
will depend on the details of the band structure of

the material but on the basis of a free-electron
picture umklapp processes can be significant, as
shown by Rothwarf and Cohen for the particular
case of Pb. They found the matrix elements for
the two polarizations to be comparable, and the

chief difference was due to the larger density of
states of transverse phonons (typically a factor of

5 or 10 for most materials). As we shall see later,
this strong coupling to both polarizations is con-
firmed by our measurements.

We now consider briefly the experimental situa-
tion. Due to the difficulty of generating high-fre-

quency phonons, very few measurements exist on

the attenuation of such phonons in normal and

superconducting metals. The highest reported
measurements are those of Fagen and Garfunkels

at 9.3 GHz in Al and the very recent work of Gar-
funkel, Lue, and Pike in Mo and Cd at the same
frequency. At this frequency 5&/d, (0) is -0.3 to
0. 5 for Mo and Cd and in these materials a change
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in slope in the absorption at a temperature 0. 02 'K
below T, was observed and attributed to pair break-
ing. The large finite slope was explained by a
large gap anisotropy (-30/p). The measured value
of n„was 16 dB for a 23- pm-thick Cd sample.
Since the energy gaps of Sn and Pb are, respec-
tively, 8 and 18 times larger than that of Cd and
also because of the much stronger electron-phonon
coupling, our earlier estimate of about 10 cm for
the mean free path for gap-frequency phonons ap-
pears reasonable.

That the mean free path for such phonons must
be extremely short was also indicated by recent
measurements by one of us on heat-pulse trans-
mission through single-crystal lead. At an am-
bient crystal temperature of 1.3 'K and heater
temperatures of 1.5 and 3.4 'K phonon mean free
paths of -10 ' and 10 cm were obtained. For T„
= 3.4 'K the dominant phonon frequency was - 200
GHz. From the ambient temperature dependence
of the attenuation it was concluded that a substan-
tial part of the attenuation was due to thermally
excited quasiparticles. This yields a value of
- 10 cm for 200-GHz phonons in the normal state
of Pb.

The entire discussion in this section concerning
the discontinuous change in lifetime by orders of
magnitude for gap-frequency phonons immediately
leads one to ask the following question: Can one
use superconducting films to generate phonons with
a sharp upper cutoff and perhaps a large density
at 2h by simply pulsing them or by pumping them
with a broad-band source such as a heat pulse?
In Sec. IV we will show experimentally that this is
indeed possible. In this section we merely pre-
sent the results of theoretical calculations on the
gener ated spectrum.

Consider a heat-pulse incident on a supercon-
ducting film. We assume that both the duration and
rise time of the pulse are faster than the recom-
bination lifetime for the levels of excitation of in-
terest in this work. All those phonons in the heat
pulse, with an energy 5+ & 2D, will have a high
scattering rate for pair breaking. The resulting
quasiparticles excited above the gap edge will
emit a relaxation phonon plus a recombination
phonon necessarily of energy 2h. If the relaxation
phonon has energy greater than 2~, it will be re-
absorbed and pair break. The repeated quasipar-
ticle relaxations (according to the BCS density of
states) and their subsequent recombination with
other quasiparticles to form Cooper pairs, will
result in a nonlinear buildup of the intensity of the
2b, phonons as mentioned briefly in Sec. II Bl. In
addition, there will be a low-energy contribution
of relaxation phonons. The intensity ratio of the
2A to the low-energy phonons is determined by
the pump power (heater temperature), the value of
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FIG. 2. Theoretically expected phonon-fluorescence
spectrum for Sn, Pbo 5T10 „,and Pb for an incident-heat-
pulse temperature of 5 K. Linewidth of recombination
phonons was assumed to be 5/g of the energy gap.

2h and the linewidth of the recombination phonons.
In Fig. 2 we show the effect of the repeated fold-

ings of the BCS ultrasonic-attenuation ratio, '
which was computed numerically for a heater tem-
perature of 5 'K (a typical value for many of our
experiments). The calculations were done for
Sn (2b, = l. 2 meV), Pbo ST10 5 (2a =1.7 meV), and
Pb (26= 2. 8 meV). The spectrum of recombination
phonons was assumed to be a Lorentzian line with
a width at half-maximum equal to 5)0 of the energy
gap. Under these conditions the peak at 2b, is
largest for Sn since the number of phonons with en-
ergy & 2z in the heat pulse is largest for the film
with the smallest gap.

Finally, in Fig. 3 we show the effect of varying
the heater temperature for a Sn generator with a
fixed linewidth of 5% of the energy gap. Here again
the nonlinear increase of the intensity of the 2~
phonons is evident.

It is important to note that these calculations
were performed for an ambient temperature T
= 0 'K. This then assumes no thermally excited
quasiparticles. In addition, we have ignored the
effect of a large density of particles (Fermi sta-
tistics) due to the actual injection process. These
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FIG. 3. Theoretical fluorescence spectrum of Sn
generator for two values of TI,. Note the change in verti-
cal scale.

The problem of the behavior of a superconducting
film in a parallel magnetic field H was first con-
sidered by Ginzburg and Landau ' in terms of a
phenomenological theory for the order parameter

They showed that if the thickness d of the film
is much less than the London penetration depth X,

then the order parameter goes continuously to zero
as the field is increased going through a second-
order phase transition at the critical field H, . If,
on the other hand, d»X, then g decreases contin-
uously to a critical value g, (which is a function of
position in the film) at which point it abruptly drops
to zero in a first-order transition.

The Ginzburg-Landau equations were later re-
derived by Gor'kov from the microscopic theory
of superconductivity. He showed that under cer-
tain conditions the order parameter g(H) is propor-
tional to the energy gap a(H) of the BCS theory.
Explicit expressions, assuming that the energy gap
was independent of position in the film, have been
given by Douglass. ' Figure 4 gives a theoreti-
cal plot of the gap parameter on the basis of the
Ginzburg-Landau theory for various values of the

points will be considered again in Sec. IV. Also,
it has been assumed that the superconducting film
is "black" (i. e. , all phonons h~ & 2a are absorbed).

In summary, it is clear that if the absorption co-
efficient for phonons of energy ) 2A is high, then
one can indeed pump a superconductor with a
blackbody source of phonons and expect to observe
the system emit a discrete spectrum with a large
peak at 2a, the superconducting energy gap. Due
to the strong similarity to optical pumping of en-
ergy levels with tungsten lamps, we have termed
this process "phonon fluorescence. " In Sec. IID
we consider the possibility of tuning this Quores-
cence spectrum by means of a magnetic field.

D. Superconducting Film in a Magnetic Field

1.0

0.8

0.6
CU

O
CI

0.4

0.2

0 0.2 0.80 0.6
{H/Hc)

FIG. 4. Theoretically expected variation of energy
gap as a function of field for different values of the ratio
2d/g. 2d is the film thickness. Ginzburg-Landau theory.

1.0

The behavior of Al films in parallel magnetic
fields was first studied by Giaever and Megerle"
who showed that a(H) decreased monotonically with
field. Later measurements by Meservey and Doug-
lass on Al films and by Collier and Kamper ~ on
Sn films showed that the data could be quantitative-
ly interpreted on the basis of the Ginzburg-Landau
theory of a field-dependent energy gap.

The above discussion is valid in the so-called
"clean" limit (coherence length» penetration
depth). If the coherence length is «penetration
depth, the problem is more complicated as was
first investigated by Maki and de Gennes. They
showed that the effect of a magnetic field on a
"dirty" superconductor (i. e. , one where the elec-
tron mean free path is considerably reduced due
to scattering with nonmagnetic impurities) is anal-
ogous to the problem of a superconductor contain-
ing magnetic impurities considered by Abrikosov
and Gor'kov. For the latter problem, Abrikosov
and Gor'kov showed that the energy gap goes to
zero at a critical impurity concentration (91/0) but
the order parameter remains finite over a finite
temperature range. Such "gapless" superconduc-
tivity has been well established experimentally
and appears to be a quite general phenomenon.

In the Maki-de Gennes theory the square of the
magnetic field is analogous to the magnetic impu-
rity concentration of the Abrikosov-Gor'kov theory.
Thus, a "dirty" superconductor in a magnetic field
becomes "gapless" at (H/H, ) =0.91. In addition,
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FIG. 5. Density of excitations as a function of energy
for different values of H/H, for a "dirty" superconductor.
After Skalski et a/. , Ref. 50.

In this section we consider in some detail the
nature of the phonon-defect interaction for the two

for 040, the density of states broadens out in a
manner similar to that calculated by Skalski et al.
for the case of a superconductor containing mag-
netic impurities. This broadening of the density
of the excitations and the disappearance of the BCS
singularity for a thin dirty superconductor in a
parallel magnetic field is illustrated in Fig. 5.
This behavior has been quantitatively verified for
the case of dirty Sn and In films. '

It is important to point out here that even in the
dirty limit the gap edge remains reasonably sharp
and decrea, ses monotonically with field (see Fig.
5). The maximum in the density of states, how-
ever, remains close to the zero-field value. Thus,
the phonons generated by a dirty superconducting
film may still possess a reasonably well-defined
frequency peak (if there is significant reabsorption
of high-energy phonons and, as discussed in Sec.
IIC, the gap edge controls the frequency of gen-
erated phonons).

In summary, great care has to be taken in pa-
rametrizing the films if one wishes to quantitative-
ly specify their behavior in a magnetic field. Since
in our experiment we actually measure the fre-
quency of emitted phonons we will in this paper
choose the phenomenological approach and give a
recipe for determining this frequency in terms of
the I- t/ characteristics of the tunnel junctions in a
magnetic field.

E. Phonon-Defect Interaction

cases of interest; Ge: Sb and A1203 V '.
Case (i): Sb Donors in Uniaxially Compressed

Ge. The scattering of phonons by bound donor
electrons in Si and Ge has been an interesting prob-
lem ever since the early thermal-conductivity
measurements of Fagen et gl. '3 and Carruthers et
gl. It was shown that this scattering was far too
strong to be explained by the usual mechanisms of
impurity scattering (isotope, strain field5 ) and
that at very low temperatures the conductivity in-
creases much faster than the usual T'. Keyes'
first proposed that the strong scattering of phonons
arose from the large effect of strain on the energy
of an electron in a hydrogenlike donor state. Later
Griffin and Carruthers'~ explained the thermal
conductivity of n-Ge in great detail on the basis
of an elastic resonance-fluorescence scattering
model. Recently Kwok has extended the problem
to include inelastic scattering processes to ex-
plain the microwave-ultrasonic-attenuation mea-
surements of Pomerantz. ' In this section we will
consider these models in greater detail but first
we discuss briefly the effect of static strain on the
energy levels.

In the effective-mass approximation the ground
state of a donor in Ge is fourfold degenerate be-
cause of the four equivalent (111)conduction mini-
ma. Due to the valley-orbit interaction ' caused
by the impurity potential (this causes a breakdown
in the effective-mass theory because the s-like
ground-state wave function has a finite amplitude
in the region close to the donor nucleus where the
assumption of a Coulomb potential of the form V
= e/I& is no longer valid) this degeneracy is par-
tially lifted into a singlet ground state A, (S) and an
excited triplet state which are separated by the
"chemical shift" of 4a, . In Ge, the value of 4~,
is 0. 32 meV for Sb, 2. 83 meV for P, and 4. 23
meV for As. The small value of 4a, and the con-
sequent much larger effects of strain, which are
important both for the large static-stress tunabil-
ity of the levels and the strong electron-phonon
interaction, were the principal reason for choosing
Sb donors in this study.

The effect of uniaxial stress on the donor energy
levels was first calculated by Price. s' In the case
of Ge a uniaxial stress along [111]destroys the de-
generacy of the four-conduction-band minima which
causes a splitting of the triplet state into a singlet
A, (T) and a doublet E(T). The shift of the first
valley along [111]is, by deformation-potential
theory, -3&,' similarly the other three valleys
along [111], [111], and [111]are raised by an
amount q, with

e = (E„/9C4,)X,
where F.

„

is the shear deformation-potential con-
stant, C« is one of the elastic stiffness constants,
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valley-orbit splitting by isotropic dilation and

shearing strains. The deformation-potential ma-
trix elements E„',„(q)for the valley-orbit split
states were first calculated by Hasegawa and have
the form

E„',„(q)= &, (q, X) q, (E„5„5„.„+'s E„DI,")F(q),

(g,' g') = (singlet, triplet),

where &,. (q, X) is the polarization vector for mode

X, q is the unit wave vector, and E~ and E„arethe
deformation potentials. F(q) is a form factor giv-
en approximately by

F(q)=- (1+!~oq') ', (16)
-1.0—
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FIG. 6. Energy levels for Ge: Sb as a function of uni-
axial stress along [111]. Allowed transitions for phonons

propagating along [110]are also indicated. The lengths
of the arrows equal the energy gap of Sn (1.2 meV). The
arrows at the baseline reflect the measured peak positions.
See text.

and X is the applied uniaxial stress. This shift
of the valleys causes a variation of donor energy
levels as given by Price,

2 1/2
E (S)= —g —~ —2n 1 ——'+—'

A1 C C g g2 P

C C

EE(T) ~ ~c r

2 1/2
E (T)= —q —6 +26 1 ——+-

Ay C C g2
C

In Fig. 6 we plot the variation of the ground-
state energy levels for Sb in Ge for compressive
[111]stress. We choose a value of 0. 32 meV for
4~, and 16 eV for E„asobtained by Reuszer and
Fisher~ from infrared-absorption studies. For
the elastic constant C44 we take McSkimin's value63

of 6. 8&&10"dyncm . It is clear from Fig. 6 that
with very modest stresses one can tune the Sb
levels through energies equal to the energy gap
(2b, ) of most superconductors such as Al (0. 36
meV), Sn (1.2 meV), and Pb (2. 8 meV).

%e now turn to the response of the Sb levels to
a dynamic stress. The problem of an electron in-
teracting with the lattice vibrations in a nonpolar
crystal has been treated from a deformation-po-
tential point of view by several authors. The in-
teraction, in the case of shallow donors, may be
considered as arising from the modulation of the

E„..„(q)=&;(q,X)F(q)(&E„D;,") with n 0n . (18)

Using Hasegawa's and Kwok's tables for the D",~"

and remembering that for pure-mode axes the
polarization vectors are given by

e, (q, I.) = (siny cosy, sin8 siny, cos8),

e2(q, T) = (cos8 cosy, cos8 siny, —sin8),

ez(q, T) = (- siny, cosy, 0),
we find that

(»)

E~,„=O for q along [100], (20)

E~„=0 for q along [110]and i, (q, f) along [110].

Here L stands for the longitudinal and ST for the
slow-transverse mode. The other pure modes in-
duce transitions between the singlet and the triplet
with the matrix element being proportional to the
product E„F(q). In the presence of a uniaxial
stress along [111]one has to consider transitions
to specific states of the triplet. By examining the

where yo is the Bohr radius for the donor and has
the valuee~ of 44 A for Sb in Ge. The function F(q)
=1 in the long-wavelength approximation (ro «X/
2v). In the other extreme of very short wave-
lengths, F(q) becomes very small. This strong-q
dependence arises from the fact that the interac-
tion goes to zero as the phonon wavelength becomes
less than the donor radius.

In Eq. (15) the matrices IP&" specify the angular
dependence of the electron-phonon interaction. Ex-
plicit representations for the angular matrices have
been given by Hasegawa in Table IV of his paper
and by Kwok in Table II of his paper. From (15) it
is clear that the diagonal deformation-potential
matrix element is given by

E'„'(q)= (E, + ,'E-„)F(q)-
and is nonzero only for the longitudinal mode.

The off-diagonal elements induce transitions be-
tween the singlet and triplet states through the
terms involving the shear deformation potential
E„.Thus we find
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wave unc if tions of the individual states [see Eq.
(9) of Kwok's paper] we find that for q)) [110], e
L mode induces transitions from A, &S,' to( ) to A!r)
the FT mode from A, (S) to E(T), and the ST mode
remains uncoupled. These selection rules are
completely verified by our experiment.

The above theory of Hasegawa was used by Keyes
to exp ann e an1

' the anomalous thermal conductivity of
n-Ge. He considered an interaction with the stat-
ic-strain field of the donor which gives the usual
co dependence to the scattering. An additional
frequency dependence arises when the phonon
wavelength is less than the mean radius xs of the
localized state, causing the average strain and

hence the interaction to approach zero. This sharp
cutoff was used by Keyes to explain the steepness
of the thermal conductivity curve. The expression
for 1/r given by Keyes has the form

In Eq. (21) N~ is the concentration of donors, p the
density, &u the circular frequency in rad/sec, ~t,
and 5~ average longitudinal and transverse sound
velocities, D an anisotropy factor having average
values of —' for L modes and —,

' for T modes, and5

F(q) is the cutoff factor of Eq. (16).
I Fi . 7 we plot (I/r, )(Keyes) for a single donor

as a function of phonon energy for the paramete
relevant to Ge: Sb. The dashed lines T, and ~,
correspon o oned t 1 s when the ballistic arrival times

for the two polarizations equal the relaxatxon times
7,(Keyes) for a concentration of 2x10' donors

We assume the sample is of length 3.5 mm.
Figure 7 shows the q cutoff of the E (q) term qut e
clearly. The relaxation times for high frequencies
differs as much as two orders of magnitude be-
tween the L and T modes.

In most of our experiments we keep the phonon
frequency fixed but vary the splitting 4~, . In
Fig 8 we plot 1/N, r as a function of 4h, for a fixed
phonon energy of 1.2 meV (2a„).We have again
drawn lines corresponding to ~, andd 7.~. It is
clear from this figure that the T mode should in-
teract very weakly for 4a, ~0. 5 meV and the L-
mode cutoff should be - 2. 2 meV. We have as-
sumed for simplicity in this calculation that ro re-
mains unchanged. The wave-function calculations
of F tzsche61 show that this ls a reasonable ap
proximation.

The Keyes model, discussed above, proved quite
successful in describing the relaxation time for
phonons obtained from thermal-conductivity mea-
surements. It could, for example, explain not
only the strength of the donor scattering in n-Ge
but also the species dependence through its depen-
dence on 46,. However, it was clear that for pho-
non frequencies in the neighborhood of the valley-
orbit splitting the perturbative static -strain-field
calculation of Keyes must break down. Griffin and
Carruthers' treated the problem of scattering of
phonons by donors in analogy with the problem of
resonance-fluorescence scattering of hght by
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atoms. The expression for such resonance scat-
tering was calculated to be

1 N„E„H,(u (4a, .)

7, 3 lrp (4d, )' ((Std] —(46,]] +p(KQI)~)

, P(q, ~) Z'(q, L) 3 S'(q, r)
2 5 + —5

vL, 2 vp
(22)

In (22), B(T) is a, population factor which is close
to unity for our temperatures. H, is an angular
factor which is equal to 33, for L modes and ~~,
for T modes. The term y (h+)6 in the resonance
denominator was not in the original Griffin-Car-
ruthers expression but is used here to describe
the finite lifetime effects as pointed out by Pohl. ~
The original Griffin-Carruthers expression unphys-
ically diverged at resonance. %e see in addition

to the resonance terms of the large curly brackets,
the q cutoff predicted by Keyes also exists in this
expression.

We have calculated (22) as a function of ~ for
fixed 4~, and as a function of 4b, , for a fixed cu.

As a function of w the curves obtained were similar
to curves in Figs. 2 and 3 of the Griffin-Carruth-
ers paper, namely, a resonance at 4&, riding on
a Keyes background. The strength of the reso-
nance relative to the background depends strongly
on the value of y. In Fig. 9 we plot I/N~7 (q, L) as
a function of 46, for co =1.2 meV for two values of
y. The curve y=0. 1, corresponds to a linewidth
of about 0. 35 meV. It is clear that even for such

large linewidths the resonance dominates. In Fig.
10 we plot I/N, ~(q, A) as a function of stress split-
ting for & = 1.2 meV and y= 0. 03 for L and T
modes. The L- and T-mode relaxation times are
comparable, and the mean free paths (A= p~) are
consequently almost equal.

In summary, the chief difference between the
Griffin-Carruthers and Keyes models is the pres-
ence of a resonance for & =4g, . The resonance
term dominates the scattering for typical line-
widths of the order of a few percent of the fre-
quency. In addition, the Keyes model predicts an
order-of-magnitude stronger L-mode than T-mode
scattering while the resonance expression predicts
that the two scatterings should be comparable in
magnitude.

Case (ii): V ' ions in A1~0~. The V ' ion has two
d electrons, and the effect of crystalline fields on
the 'F free-ion state is shown in Fig. 11. In our
experiment only the Aa ground state is of interest
since the trigonal splitting is believed to be
-0.15 eV. The A~ state is split, due to the com-
bined action of the trigonal field and spin-orbit in-
teraction, into a state M, =O and an excited state
M, = + 1. This splitting has been studied by far-
infrared absorption~ and is equal to 1.02 meV.

Dreyfus and Zadworny and deGoer~ have
studied the effect of V3' ions on the thermal con-
ductivity of A1303. Recent experiments on the ul-
trasonic paramagnetic resonance at 9 GHz by
Guermeur et gl. ' on the LM=+ 2 transitions show
that this ion is fairly strongly coupled to the lat-
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tice. Previous experiments by one of us on heat
pulses in Al203: V ' showed that at concentrations
of - 500 ppm this ion caused a noticeable reduction
in ballistic pulses of high enough temperature to
induce AM, =+ 1 transitions. This indicated a
mean free path of the order of the sample length
(-1 cm). The absorption was confirmed through
the selection rules. These selection rules could
be derived from the theory of spin-phonon coupling
which has been considered for a variety of cases
by several authors. '7 For an ion with an effec-
tive spin 8& —,

' the dynamic spin-phonon Hamiltonian
is quadratic in spin operators and is of the form

X' = Z G,z» soS,Si,
Ukl

(23)

where G, , » is the magnetoelastic tensor, q,, is
the strain matrix, and the S„S,are spin opera-
tors.

In the A1~03 lattice, the V~' ion (which replaces
the Al ') is surrounded by six oxygens forming a
distorted octahedron, the symmetry of which is
C3. The threefold axis is parallel to the c axis
(chosen as 0,) and the a axis (chosen as 0, ) is the
twofold axis of symmetry. The C3 site symmetry
reduces the number of independent G constants.
For this case the G tensor is given by

G11

1
2 G33 G14 G15

I
2 G33 G14 G15 —G18

I-«»+G») -«»+G»)
G=(

G41

G33

44 G4s

—G4s

—G1S Gi4 —.(Gii —Gia) &

By using the fact that the trace of $C' is zero one
gets the additional relation G3, = —(G»+G,2) and

1G13= —2G3
For phonons propagating along 0, the only non-

zero deformations are e„(Lmode) and e,„,„(&
mode). Since the LM, = + I transitions are induced

I

by terms involving S,S„,S,S„,we find that 1,
modes along 0, cannot induce 61',= + 1 transitions,
while T modes can do so with a transition probabil-
ity proportional to G44 and G„. If the site sym-
metry were C3„,645 would be zero. " In the ease
of Al203, 645 is expected to be much smaller than
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The absorption coefficient at resonance should
therefore be given approximately by'

'ITng(5)
~ ~

e

h pv~

where g(n) is the shape of the absorption line, n
the number of ions per cm in the ground state, p
the density of the crystal, and p~ the transverse
sound velocity.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Many of the experimental aspects of this work
have been mentioned previously but elaboration and
clarification of the more salient points seems nec-
essary. In this section we shall stress the tech-
nique which appeared most difficult in practice, and
in an attempt to assist future investigators in
avoiding these problems we emphasize the errors
that can be and have been made.

By far, the most important aspect of sample
preparation was the smoothness and cleanliness of
the surface of the crystal onto which the thin films
were evaporated. It was found that if any ir~regu-
larities (dust, scratches, metal particles, etc. )
were observed on microscopic investigation of the
surface, the quality of the tunnel junctions or heat-
pulse generators was reduced. Although this gen-
eration technique appeared to be sufficiently gen-
eral to be applied to any sort of solid where the
phonon mean free path A was - the sample dimen-
sions, it was absolutely necessary that the sur-
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FIG. 11. The effect of various crystalline fields in the
energy levels of V '. The ground-state splitting of 1.02
meV is appropriate for Al203.

faces be free from irregularities down to the reso-
lution of an optical microscope. Otherwise, tunnel
junctions displayed characteristics related to pin-
hole shorts through the oxide, heaters were short-
ed to the superconductors to be pumped, entire
films and contacts lifted off very easily during the
cool-down period, and the success ratio was gen-
erally very low. On the other hand, when the sur-
faces were well prepared, all other things being
equal, the percentage of successful devices was
quite high.

All the tunnel junctions considered in this work
were of the thin-film Sn-I-Sn type, where I is a
plasma-grown oxide of the bottom Sn film. For
details of the art of tunnel-junction manufacture,
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FIG. 12. I-V characteristic of a typical Sn-I-Sn tunnel
junction prepared on a Ge: Sb crystal.

the reader is referred to the literature on the sub-
ject. The junctions had typically 10—50-mQ re-
sistance in the normal state, and all but the high-
est-quality devices were rejected. Typical resis-
tance ratios R,/R„(resistance in superconducting
state/resistance in normal state) at biases V& 2a/e
ranged from 20 to 50 for useable junctions at 1.4
'K (T/T, =0.37). By the application of a small
(25 G) parallel magnetic field all Josephson effects
(dc supercurrent as well as the ac-generated, fi-
nite-voltage Fiske modes) were suppressed. If
supercurrent behavior persisted out to higher
fields, this was an indication that small metallic
(superconducting) shorts penetrated the oxide and

the net conduction through the barrier consisted of
a supercurrent portion in addition to the true tun-
neling contribution. It was found experimentally
that any junc tions displaying this shor tlike behavior
did not detect properly, and they were consequently
rejected.

In Fig. 12, we display the I-U characteristics of
one of the actual Sn-I-Sn junctions used as a de-
tector in some of this work. This specific junction
was a useable detector of average quality. It
showed a highly nonlinear characteristic at biases
V& 2h/e reflecting thermal excitations and the so-
called "mid-gapbump" 'at V=&/e. For detection,

the device was typically current biased at the point
marked x in Fig. 12 (on the most linea, r portion of
the curve). For most of this work, because of the
small magnitude of the signal, the response was
linear. The operator of the detector and its sen-
sitivity were discussed in Sec. II and will be re-
viewed in Sec. IV.

In the fluorescence experiment the superconduet-
ing-film generator was insulated from the evapo-
rated constantan heater by a thin (5000-A) evapo-
rated film of silicon oxide. (The geometry of the
experiment is shown in the insert of Fig. 19.) The

Pbp 5 Tlp 5 alloy film was prepared by a pellet-flash
evaporation technique described previously. '6

Great care had to be taken, in the preparation of
this superconductor-insulator-heater sandwich, to
assure that the heater was not shorted through the
insulator to the superconductor. This electrical
continuity can be a result of inhomogeneities on the
surface of the crystal (scratches, etc. ), insufficient
insulator thickness, or physical damage while at-
taching the leads to the heater.

The concentration of Sb used in the propagation
studies in Qe was 1.8 or 6~10 cm . The con-
centration was determined through resistivity mea-
surements. The samples were rectangular with

typical dimensions -0.4x0. 4x l. 25 cm, the long
dimension being in the [111]direction. In all cases
the propagation direction was [110]and a typical
flight time over the 0. 4-cm distance was -1 p, sec,
the exact value depending upon the polarization of
the particular mode. The measurement on the
A1~03:V ' was made on a crystal of size l. 5x 1. 5

&1.3 cm containing 4. 5x10' -cm 3 V3' ions. This
concentration was determined optically" by mea-
suring the absorption coefficient of the 'A, (f') - 'T, (t')
transitions of V' which occur at 20017 and 21 025
cm in 0 and m polarizations, respectively, at
7'7 ' K. Far-ir studies on our crystal revealed the
presence of a small concentration of V4' (peak ab-
sorption coefficient of the E,&&- E&& ~ transition at
28 cm ' was =0.4 cm ' at 6 K). No other impurity
absorptions, such as Ti which has been detected
by other workers in doped Alg„was found in our
crystal. The phonons propagating in the e direc-
tion were detected by thin-film tunnel junctions of
dimensions 1 mm&&1 mm and the majority of the
experiments (except for the T dependence discussed
in Sec. IV) were performed at 1.4 ' K.

The uniaxial stress was applied using a system
similar to that described by Sell and Kane. The
stress was measured by a Kistler 912 quartz force
transducer whose generated voltage was amplified
by a Keithley model 6108 electrometer, the output
of the latter was fed directly into the x axis of an
XY recorder. Particular care was taken to apply
uniform stress over the entire sample as in the
early experiments spurious structure resulted
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plied across the generator junction or heater and
a small ac current modulation (500 Hz) superposed.
A PAR phase-sensitive detector was then tuned to
this frequency at the receiver junction (biased at
eV& 2D) and the derivative of the total signal de-
tected. This system had the advantage that it was
quite sensitive and at relatively low-power levels
the signal was still detectable. On the other hand,
if high bias and high-power levels were desired,
this dc method resulted in an over-all heating of
the system, and it was necessary to go the pulsed
technique. In this system as is shown in Fig. 14,
the generator (junction or heater) was current
pulsed with typically a 0. 05- p, sec-wide pulse, the
arriving signal displayed on a scope, signal aver-
aged by a boxcar integrator, and then fed into the

y axis of an X- Y recorder.
This pulsed technique had certain advantages

and disadvantages. One of the most serious prob-
lems with the pulse system is that of impedance
matching to 50-Q cable. Without good matching a
certain amount of circuit ringing persisted, in
some cases, for a sufficiently long time to mask
the arriving signals. It was not possible to in-
crease the resistance of the detecting junction to
such a value that the resistance at V&24 was -50

2

STRESS (108 dyne'/cm ~ )

XY
X RECORDER

FIG. 13. Change of shape of phonon resonance at 1.20
meV (1.09&& 10 dyn cm ) with (a) nonuniform stress, (b)
uniform stress. The high-energy shoulder in case (a)
moves to lower values of stress and merges with the main
resonance as the stress is made more uniform.

GENERATOR

II

500g PAR
HR8

from inhomogeneous stress. The difference in the
resonance absorption line when the stress is not
uniform is illustrated in Fig. 13. Here a second
well-defined shoulder is evident on the sample
where stress is not uniform. The position and
strength of this structure varies depending upon the
nonuniformity of the stress and was eliminated en-
tirely when maximum care was taken. It was im-
perative that the (111)faces be flat and parallel to
within minutes of arc, and Apiezon J-oil and mask-
ing tape were used to reduce remaining inhomoge-
nities.

The transmitted signal was measured in one of
two ways, either by an ac-modulated de technique
which time integrated over the arriving modes, or
by a pulsed, time-of-flight method by which the in-
dividual polarization modes could be detected and
the modal dependence determined. In Fig. 14 we
show block diagrams of the two methods used. In
the dc method, a constant dc current bias was ap-

DETECTOR

REFERENCE

(b)

STRESS
MONITOR

XY
RECORDER

Y

GENERATOR

PULSER

DETECTOR
AMP BOXCAR

SCOPE

TRIGGER

FIG. 14. Block diagram of experimental arrangement.
Case (a) dc experiment. Case (b) pulsed experiment.
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0 as the junction response time (the RC time con-
stant for an equivalent resistor and capacitor in
parallel) then became too large for submicrosecond
detection. For typical tunnel junctions of size 1 x 1
mm with an oxide of -10 A, the AC time constant
at 50 0 becomes of the order of microseconds,
making the time resolution impossible. On the
other hand, ringing could be minimized by proper
grounding of leads and, after some care, was not
a serious factor for lower-impedance junctions.

The obvious advantage of the pulsed technique
was the ability to inject relatively high levels of
power for short periods of time without the entire
system heating up. In this way power dependences
could be conveniently studied simply by increasing
the amplitude of the current or voltage pulse in the
generator. The other main advantage of the pulse
technique was the ability to discern modal depen-
dence by the time-of-flight separation. This
proved invaluable, not only in determining that we
were, in fact, seeing phonons propagating and not
some other fornax of energy, but also was absolutely
necessary in the AlzO~: V ' experiment. Here it
was necessary to measure the relative strengths
of the transverse and 1.ongitudinal transmitted sig-
nals to determine whether we were observing the
resonanc e scattering.

For magnetic field tunability, a small supercon-
ducting coil coaxial to the sample stick was em-
ployed, being capable of supplying - 3 kG. In order
that the gap parameter D be uniform over the thin
films, the thicknesses were kept & A. or - 600 A. It
was found that the detecting tunnel junction also
supplied a convenient check for parallelism, the
I-U curve in the superconducting state being par-
ticularity sensitive to trapped flux. It was found
that after careful aligning of the coil with the sam-
ple, the 8 field could be cycled close to (but not
above) H, for the films and could then turned off
again with very little or no detectable change in
the J- U characteristics. Any perpendicular com-
ponent of field resulted in trapped flux in the films
which was readily detected as a rounding and gen-
eral decrease in over-all quality of the I-U charac-
teristic. This component caused a spatially depen-
dent gap parameter which was to be avoided.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of the
various experiments performed and the implica-
tions of these results to our understanding of the
basic interactions in the various systems. We
first discuss the double-tunnel-junction experiment
(tunnel junction both as a generator and detector)
and the results of propagation in Qe: Sb. We then
present the heater -superconductor results which
confirm that our discussion and calculations in Sec.
II are qualitatively correct. The magnetic field

tunability of the system is discussed in a phenome-
nological way and a practical criterion for choosing
the gap edge is presented. In view of this tunabil-
ity, the results of an experiment designed to ob-
serve the resonance absorption of 1.02-meV pho-
nons by the 'A~ ground state of the V'" impurity
level in A13O3 are described. Finally, the power
and pulse-width dependence of the propagating pho-
non beam are discussed and their relation to the
relaxation and recombination rates of quasiparticle
excitations in superconductors pointed out. These
rates are such that a superconductor, where pho-
non emission is concerned, behaves like a three-
level system with some interesting consequences.

A. Double-Junction Experiment

The results of a double-junction experiment (one
as an emitter and one as a detector) can be used to
derive a picture of what is happening in the gener-
ating tunnel junction. We describe here first the
results of the dc experiment (using a low-frequen-
cy-modulation technique as described in Sec. III).

In Fig. 15 the derivative of the detected signal
(s) is plotted as a functionof generator bias cur-
rent [(ds/dI)„,vs I„,] along with the results of a
straightforward calculation assuming the fluores-
cence model discussed previously. This calcula-
tion is performed in the "linear" limit ' where the
number of injected quasiparticles is small com-
pared with the number excited thermally. The ab-
solute magnitude is fitted at a bias corresponding
to eV=66. We see that for current biases such
that e V& 4D, the signal is linearly rising (ds/dI is
constant) as the only phonons being detected are
those caused by the recombination process. As
discussed earlier, the picture is that each tunnel-
ing quasiparticle injected into the superconducting
film at an energy e V, (e V~ & e V) relaxes to the gap
edge in a time which is very fast compared with
the recombination time. This relaxation time is
very energy dependent, determined by the elec-
tron-phonon coupling strength and the phonon den-
sity of states, but is typically 10 '0 —10 " sec. In
this relaxation process, a single phonon of energy
eV, —2b, is emitted. (Multiple-phonon processes
are much less probable. ) For biases eV &46 this
phonon created by relaxation is of energy @ & 2~,
is long lived in the superconductor and escapes into
the adjacent dielectric. It is, however, not de-
tected by the detector junction because of its low
energy. The remaining particle then stays at the
top of the energy gap for a relatively long time (the
quasiparticle recombination time is essentially a
function of population density, being of the order of
10 ' sec), then pairs with another excitation of the
required spin and momentum, such that they be-
come a Cooper pair, giving off a phonon of energy
A(d = 2+.
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retical curves of derivative of de-
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Two quasiparticles are thus needed to create one
phonon of energy 2h. If, however, the bias of the
generator junction is increased to such a point that
eV& 4D a certain portion of the injected particles
(those with eV, ~ 36) are capable of relaxation to
the edge of the energy gap emitting a phonon k
o 2a (which can be detected) thus contributing one
detectable relaxation phonon and joining with anoth-
er quasiparticle in the creation of a recombination
phonon of 2b. For this reason, the level ds/dI
above 4~ should be twice that for biases &4~. The
calculation of Fig. 15 predicts a square-root sin-
gularity at the rise, reflecting the BCS density of
quasiparticle states at the gap edge. Very little of
this singularity is seen although the step rise twice
that below 44 is clearly visible. Some possible
reasons for not seeing this singularity will be dis-
cussed shortly. In addition, at biases correspond-
ing to e V= 2~ we consistently observe a small step
which at present is not understood. Other investi-
gators' '" have previously reported structure in
this region of a different nature. It is possible
that this step is due to the anisotropy of the super-
conducting energy gap but this possibility has not

yet been investigated in detail.
At biases corresponding to e V& 4~, according to

this picture the relaxation phonon from the highest
injected level has an energy 5~ & 2~. According to
our fluorescence picture, the mean free path for
this phonon is very short and at 0 K will tend to
break Cooper pairs. This creates two additional
quasiparticle excitations, whose energies are de-

termined by the probability factor which is the in-
tegrand of the second expression of Eq. (10). At
biases corresponding to e V& 66, additional chan-
nels for the emission of 2~ phonons are opened as
it becomes energetically possible in some cases
for the production of two relaxation phonons of en-
ergy 24. This increased signal is reflected in the
rise of ds/dI at the corresponding bias (6A). In the
corresponding calculation of Fig. 15, employing
this picture and Eq. (10), we see qualitative agree-
ment with experiment as we see a sharp rise at 4D
(corresponding to the onset of detection of relaxa-
tion phonons) and a further, though lower-order en-
hancement at 6h, corresponding to creation of
(multiple) relaxation phonons that can be detected.
There are discrepancies between the calculated and
observed curves which are not understood as yet.
Experimentally a modulating signal of amplitude
corresponding to that indicated in the figure was
applied; this would tend to broaden out the theo-
retical curve, but will not explain all the discrep-
ancies. It is possible that these differences are
due to the fact that the calculations are performed
ignoring k~T smearing. This assumption is not
true as the experiments were performed at 1.4 K
(T/T, =0. 37) and the very fact that we are injecting
excitations via tunneling guarantees that many of
the levels at the gap edge are occupied. Both of
these effects would tend to eliminate the calculated
singularities and produce a result approaching that
observed experimentally.

7n a similar experiment using Pb junctions in-
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FIG. 16. Tracing of detector signal as a function of
stress in the dc experiment. Sn-I-Sn tunnel junction
generator and detector. Phonon-progagation direction
is [110]. Applied compressive stress is along [111].

stead of Sn, results more similar to those calcu-
lated in Fig. 15 were obtained. This could be due
to the fact that, as lead has a substantially higher
critical temperature (V. 2 'K as opposed to 2. 8'K)
and the energy gap is correspondingly larger (26
= 2. 80 meV compared with 1.2 meV), these experi-
ments were performed at a much lower effective
temperature. Here, the assumption of empty
states above the gap edge and T = 0 K is more
closely approximated. (See note added in manu-
script. )

A similar calculation has been performed by
Kinder, Laszemann, and Eisenmenger'6 in which
the density of relaxation phonons was modulated
by the lifetime of the excited state in the BCS ap-
proximation, as calculated by Tewordt. Their cal-
culation does not show as strong a singularity at
4~. This may be due to the finite lifetime effects.

With these restrictions in mind, the comparison
of experimental results with calculations certainly
indicates that phonons with energies Fg~ & 2D are
extremely short lived in a superconductor and
cause additional pair breaking. This is confirmed
by the further enhancement of the signal at 64 cor-
responding to multiple processes. In the absence
of phonon reabsorption, there would be no addition-
al structure above 4~. The over-all qualitative
agreement of the calculation with experiment in-
dicates that the gross features of our model must
be correct.

Utilizing the stress-dependent properties of Sb-
donor levels in Ge and a tin-tunnel-junction de-
tector as outlined in Sec. II, the energy spectrum
of phonons emitted from a tunnel junction has been
investigated. Biasing the generator junction at
2A & e V& 4n (where only recombination phonons of
energy hz = 2L will be detected) a plot of detector
signal as a function of [111]uniaxial stress was ob-
tained as shown in Fig. 16. Again we emphasize
that nonuniform stress resulted in plots similar to
that shown in Fig. 13 where a well-defined but spu-
rious shoulder was resoved. In Fig. 16 we see a
clearly resolved absorption at 1.09x10' dyn cm
corresponding to a stress splitting of 2~ and a FT
absorption from A, (S) to E(T). From our previous
discussion we know that for propagation in I110] the
selection rules allow only an L-mode coupling from
A, (S) to A, (T) and FT-mode coupling from A, (S) to
E(T). For E„=16 eV (that obtained from ir absorp-
tion) this resonance corresponds to the FT cou-
pling, and we see no indication of the L absorption
expected at higher stress. We expect to see both
absorptions as a doublet in this dc experiment. In
fact, if expressions (21) or (22) are correct, then
from these terms, illustrated in Figs. 8 and 10, we
would expect the L absorption from A, (S) to A, (T)
to be comparable or an order of magnitude strong-
er than the FT scattering. Physically this is sim-
ply due to the fact that for an energy of 1.2 meV
the longitudinal wavelength is approximately 1. 5

times that of the transverse mode, and since the
Hasegawa scattering term cuts off as a large pow-
er of q a large difference results. No L absorp-
tion was seen, however, and the reason for this
will be discussed shortly in the description of the
pulsed experiment.

The linewidth of the absorption was not an indi-
cation of the inherent linewidth of the 2~ mono-
chromatic phonons. It was limited by the unifor-
mity of the stress applied and varied from experi-
ment to experiment, the minimum yet achieved being
of the order of 20%. For low levels of excitation it is
believed that the true linewidth is smaller than this
value, of the order of the energy-gap anisotropy, i.e.,
=5-10%. The line shape (both strength and width)
was independent of the dc bias on the generator
(for biases &46) confirming our previously stated
belief that all the phonons injected into the Ge were
of an energy ~ 2A. If higher-energy phonons were
generated, as one might expect in the relaxation
process, they would appear as absorptions at larger
stress in these plots. That this was not the
case leads us to the conclusion that the high-energy
relaxation phonons are short lived and cause pair
breaking in the superconductor, degenerating to a
large number of lower-frequency phonons. The dc
powers generated in this experiment were typically
of the order of a few milliwatts before heating ef-
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FIG. 17. Tracing of boxcar output as a function of
time for three values of stress. Pulsed-double-junction
experiment. Peak generator current 1.5 A. Pulse dura-
tion 0.05 psec.

fects became significant. This does not mean that
all of this power was in the 2h phonons detected at
the other junction. As can be seen from our cal-
culations of Fig. 2, a substantial portion of the
power is composed of phonons of energy & 2~ which
are not detected.

In order to determine the modal dependence of
the absorption, a pulsed, time-of-flight experiment
was performed in which the mode~ were velocity
separated as described in Sec. III. A typical ar-
riving signal as a function of time is illustrated in
Fig. 17 where we see clearly the resolution of the
L, FT, and ST modes for the [110]direction. The
sound velocities, measured in this experiment,
were in good agreement with those measured pre-
viously using conventional methods. In this figure
we also see the reason why the expected A, (S)
-A, (S) resonance absorption of the L mode was not
also observed in the dc experiment. The intensity
of the FT mode is much stronger than the L mode,
hence in a time-integrated experiment the L mode
contributes very little to the total signal. This
dominance of the FT mode over the L and ST
modes is due to elastic anisotropy in Ge, causing
focusing of this mode into the beam direction for
the I110] propagation. In an anisotropic medium,
the direction of energy flow is not in general the
same as that of the q vector. This has the effect
of enhancing the energy flow for some modes in
some directions and defocusing others. From
these considerations, it is in fact expected that,
as observed, for propagation in the [110]direction
the FT mode would dominate. This was quantita-
tively calculated to yield values for the intensity
ratio of 8 for Irr/Iz, and 0. 8 for I»/II. in good
agreement with that observed in our experimental
geometry. Intensity variations due to the modal

dependence of the electron-phonon coupling in the
superconductor are expected to be small as dis-
cussed in Sec. II. This is confirmed by our results
in Al&03 where elastic anisotropy is small.

To observe the modal dependence, the L- and
FT-peak strengths were monitored as a function
of stress. The results of that study are shown in
Fig. 18 where the signal strength is presented in
normalized units. Here it is clear that the split-
ting between the FT and L mode obeys, as expect-
ed, the selection rules outlined in Fig. 6. The
slight variation in the ST peak in Fig. 17 is be-
lieved due to the changes in the overlapping tail of
the much stronger FT mode and probably obeys the
selection rules forbidding coupling to the Sb do-
nors. It should also be noted that, contrary to the
predictions of Figs. 7 and S, the relative absorp-
tions are approximately equal for the two modes.
The q-cutoff term predicts an order-of-magnitude
difference in their scattering which is not seen.
This point will be commented upon later. Finally,
for pulse powers up to 100 mW (biases up to 1506)
no visible change, either in line shape or intensity,
was observed in these absorption peaks. This ob-
servation is consistent with the previous dc ob-
servation that the line shape was invariant to the dc
bias. Again, the linewidth of these absorptions
should not be interpreted either as the inherent
linewidth of the generated phonons or the lifetime
broadened width of the Sb hydrogeniclike levels in
Ge. It is most probably dominated by broadening
due to nonuniform stress, as from experiment to
experiment it varies from 20-33%.

As was suggested previously, the peak-absorp-
tion positions correspond to resonant absorptions
of A, (S)-A, (T) for L and A, (S) to E(T) for FT. As-
suming phonon energies k~ = 2h = 1.2 meV, it is
found that a best fit to Eqs. (13) and (14) are ob-
tained from the results if E„is assumed to be 16.0
+0. 5 eV. This is in good agreement with Reuszer
and Fisher, who studied these levels by infrared
sideband absorption, and is felt to be a direct con-
firmation of these earlier results.

In addition to the resonance scattering discussed
above, there appears to be an off-resonance scat-
tering as reflected in the shift of the baseline of
Figs. 16 and 18. Possible origins of this wiQ be
discussed later.

B. Phonon Fluorescence

An experiment, designed to test the ideas out-
lined in Sec. II C and Figs. 2-4, was performed in
which a heat pulse from an evaporated constantan
film was shone into a thin (800-A) tin film. To dis-
cern the spectrum emitted from such a device, the
Ge: Sb system was again used as a spectrometer in
conjunction with a tunnel detector on the opposite
face. Again propagation was in the [110]direction
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and the uniaxial stress was applied in the Ill 1] di-
rection. The detector junction was sensitive only
to phonons of energies k(d ) 24. The experiment
was performed using the pulsed, time-of-flight-
measurement method. To discern whether the
emitted spectrum was of the type anticipated in Fig.
2 or simply of the more conventional heat pulse
(blackbody distribution), the peak strength of the
FT mode as a function of uniaxial stress was mea-
sured and the results are illustrated in Fig. 19.
The absorption curve is qualitatively similar to
that of Fig. 18 for the double-junction experiment.

FIG. 18. Tracing of peak intensities as a function of
stress of longitudinal and fast transverse modes. Double-
junction experiment.

Because the detector is sensitive only to phonons
of energy ~ 2h this plot tells us that there is a
sharp cutoff at 24 in the spectrum emitted from
the heater superconductor combination. The re-
sults are consistent with the calculated spectrum
of Fig. 2 but from this experiment there is no way
of discerning the relative proportion of phonons of
energy equal to 2b, to those of lesser energy.

It is also worth noting that this result experi-
mentally confirms the previous conjecture that the
mean free path of high-energy phonons (h~ ) 2A)
is of the order of or less than the thickness of the
film used in this experiment (-600 A). At these
higher energies and q vectors, umklapp processes
become allowed. In fact, in the extreme case of
the free-electron approximation, it turns out that
for Sn we estimate U processes are about 10
times more likely than N processes and the esti-
mated mean free path is very short. Because de-
tails of the Fermi surface are very important in
any estimate of the strength of U processes for a
real system, the calculation is very difficult but
these experimental results clearly indicate that the
absorption is comparable to our estimates at these
high frequencies.

It was desirable for two reasons to repeat the
above experiment using as a generator a supercon-
ductor whose energy gap 2h was greater than that
of Sn (1.2 meV). Pb (2b, = 2. 8 meV) was the obvious
choice but because power considerations demanded
an unreasonably high effective heat-pulse tempera-
ture to obtain a reasonable signal (see Fig. 2) the
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FIG. 20. Photographs of ballistic heat pulses in Ge: Sb.
Nz =6x 10 cm . Time scale 0.5 psec/large division.
Case (a) 0 stress. (b) 1.3x 10 dyn cm . (c) 2.5x 108

dyn cm . (d) 4.5x10 dyn cm . Path length4. 8 mm.
Propagation direction t110]. Stress direction )111].
Pulse power 0.4 W/mm2.

alloy Pho, 710, was selected instead. 2n for this
alloy, as measured by a. conventional superconduct-
ing tunneling experiment' was 1.7 meV. The two
reasons for choosing a superconductor with a gap
larger than that of Sn were as follows.

(i) By using a Sn tunnel junction as a detector we
were sensitive to phonons of energies ~ 1.2 meV
while 2~~„„=1.7 meV. Hence, we could evaluate
in a more quantitative fashion the strength of the
peak in the spectrum at 2~„spyrelative to the back-
ground lower-energy modes (1.2& h~ & 1.7 meV).
In this way we could determine whether our calcu-
lations of Fig. 2 were qualitatively correct.

(ii) From Eq. (21), we see a very strong depen-
dence of the scattering rate on wave vector q. I

1/~
varies as F (q) Fvarie. s as 1/q at large values
of q. ] Hence, as is seen in Fig. 8, there is a
strong cutoff in the scattering rate predicted by this
expression at higher energy. In view of this strong
dependence on energy it was important to demon-
strate that phonons of higher energy than those of
2~s, can also experience this resonance absorption
with a magnitude of the absorption coefficient simi-
lar to that observed in Sn. Otherwise it could be
argued that the sharp cutoff on the high side of the
resonant peak was due to this strong q-dependent
cutoff of the scattering.

The signal strength of the arriving FT mode at
1.2 meV and greater, as a function of I111]uni-
axial stress, is displayed as the dashed line in Fig.
19. Two things are worthy of note. First, it is
clear that with the same concentration of Sb in Ge
as studied previously with a Sn generator, the ab-
sorption strength is of the same magnitude. This ob-
servation confirms that higher-frequency phonons are
also scattered by the level splitting and the q cutoff
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FlG. 21. Normalized intensity of longitudinal heat
pulse as a function of stress. Dashed line calculated ac-
cording to theory of Griffin and Carruthers. See text.

expected is not as severe as predicted in Eq. (21).
Second, it is shown in these data that there is in
fact a strong peak in the phonon distribution at 2D
relative to those energies & 24. This experiment
qualitatively confirms our calculations of Fig. 2

where we predict a substantial peak at 2D. It
should be noted that there is a slight asymmetry in
this resonance peak, showing stronger absorption
on the lower-energy side. It is possible that this
asymmetry is a reflection of the signal expected at
the lower side of the distribution.

In order to reconfirm that the observed reso-
nance peak was a result of down conversion of high-
frequency phonons, the experiment was repeated
with Ge: Sb and a bolometer detector but with sim-
ply a constantan film as a generator. It has been
shown previously that this type of generator emits
a phonon distribution characteristic of a blackbody
radiator with an effective temperature T„greater
than the ambient temperature T, of the bath. From
(4) we know that, for T„»T„

V~~/R = aT~, '

i. e., the characteristic temperature of the distri-
bution varies as the square root of the voltage ap-
plied across the heater. Consequently, the peak
in the distribution of emitted phonons must move
as the voltage is increased, while for the spectrum
emitted from a superconductor, the peak remains
constant, assuming the seat, temperature shifts are
not significant enough to vary the gap energy.

In Fig. 20 we show typical ballistic heat pulses in
a Ge crystal containing 6@10' -cm Sb, for four
values of uniaxial stress and at a generator power
density of 0. 4 W/mm, a value close to that used
in our Quorescence experiment. The higher -Sb
concentration was used in this experiment since the
broad resonance absorption with heat pulses was
barely discernible in the lower-concentration crys-
tal. From Fig. 20 the strong variation in intensity
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FIG. 22. Normalized intensity of fast-transverse heat
pulse along [1TO] as a function f111] stress. Dashed line
calculated according to Griffin-Carruthers theory. See
text.

of the L and FT modes relative to the ST mode is
evident, and this serves to reconfirm the selection
rules derived earlier.

Figures 21 and 22 show a quantitative plot of the
intensity of the L and FT modes as a function of
stress. The chief difference between these curves
and the fluorescence experiment is the weakness of
the resonance and the long high-energy tail charac-
teristic of a heat pulse. The theoretical curves
were calculated using the Griffin-Carruthers
(GC) expression (22) with y = 0 and Eq. (5) for the
attenuation of the ballistic heat pulses. Excellent
agreement between theory and experiment is ob-
tained for a value of T„=3.7 K for a power density
of 0.4 W/mm . The theoretical curves were cal-
culated only for values of stress greater than 0. 5

x10 dyncm since for lower values the splitting
changes relatively little, due to the quadratic vari-
ation with stress of the A~ states. Very little vari-
ation in the absorption is expected for lower val-
ues of stress. Attempts to fit the observed curves
with the Keyes scattering term were totally unsuc-
cessful because of the almost identical strengths
of the L and FT scatterings observed experimen-
tally. The Keyes term alone predicts more than
an order of magnitude greater L absorption than
FT mode absorption. In addition it cannot explain
the observed resonance.

In Table I we summarize the heat-pulse results
for four values of power. It is clear that the heat-
pulse temperature determined by the Ge: Sb spec-
trometer is very close to that calculated according
to the blackbody-radiation formula assuming per-
fect coupling of the thermal energy to the Ge crys-
tal. This perfect-coupling formula has the form

TABLE I. Heat-pulse temperature (Tz) for values of
power into Ge: Sb. T&(expt) were obtained from best fits
of the data to GC theory. T&(calc) were obtained from
Eq. (26) and known C„ofGe.

I/A T„(cale)
(W/mm )

"(.K)T&(expt)

under study, p its density, and v' is the average
sound velocity which is close to the transverse
sound velocity.

In the context of the perfect-coupling model the
chief experimental error is the heat loss due to the
immersion of the sample in liquid helium. This
is, however, a moot point since this is expected to
cause an error of at most the fourth root of 2 in
the value of T„.

In summary, the results of the heat-pulse ex-
periment into our spectrometer do, in fact, clear-
ly show that the broad thermal distribution from a
heat pulse shifts with increasing voltage across the
heater in quantitative agreement with our ideas.
No sharp resonance-absorption line as seen in the
superconductor experiments was observed.

An interesting consequence of this study of reso-
nance absorption by Sb levels in Ge is the lack of
agreement with the concept of a strong q-depen-
dent cutoff of the scattering when the phonon wave-
length becomes comparable to the diameter of the
hydrogeniclike wave functions of the Sb-donor lev-
els. Experimentally, we find that the L- and T-
mode scattering are comparable (in violation of
this model). Expression (21) is based on a per-
turbative calculation from a static-interaction point
of view and is expected to apply only when the pho-
non energy is small compared to the stress-in-
duced level splitting. In this work we are looking
precisely at the region where the static theory is
expected to break down and the calculations of
Griffin and Carruthers are more relevant. We

see, in agreement with the resonance model the
polarization dependence of the resonance peaks are
comparable in magnitude (Figs. 18 and 20).

Theoretically, the precise value of these inten-
sities depends critically on the choice of linewidth

y and its stress-splitting dependence. The & de-
pendence of the abs orp tion s trength can be explained
through a suitable choice of the stress-splitting
dependence of the linewidth. This choice of line-
width of course would depend upon whether the @-
cutoff term is included.

This work then suggests that in this energy range
the dominant mechanism for scattering of phonons

by the Sb impurities is via the resonant-fluores-

P/A = u'p f " C„dT= ~ e'pe(T& —1;),
8

(25)

where C„=nT3 is the specific heat of the crystal

0.1
0.28
0.40
1.03

2.7
3.1
3.8
4, ~ 4

2.6
3.3
3.7
4. 6
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FIG. 23. Intensity of the FT mode for four different
values of magnetic field applied parallel to the plane of
Sn generator film. Phonon-fluorescence experiment.

cence mechanism. From our data we are not in a
position to estimate an accurate value of y, the ef-
fective linewidth of the absorption due to finite life-
time effects. We can, however, from the relative
absorption at the peak of the resonance curve at
24, determine the appropriate mean free path of
phonons of this energy; relate that to the calcula-
tions of Eq. (22) and determine that a realistic val-
ue for y is of the order of a few percent.

We now turn briefly to the shift in the baseline as
observed in Figs. 18 and 19. We consider three
possible explanations for this shift. (a) This in-
crease in signal . large values of stress could be
the result of the F'(q) cutoff factor. However, this
appears unlikely because the magnitude of the step
is comparable for the L and FT modes and it ap-
pears to move with the resonance as one increases
the phonon energy. (b) Alternatively, this could
arise from inelastic scattering terms involving off-
resonance transitions from the singlet to the trip-
let. Pure inelastic scattering (S~»4n, ,) at 0 K
yields a mean free path of -10 cm from the expres-
sions of Suzuki and Mikoshiba. ~ This value may
be considerably shorter if one takes into account
inelastic scattering near resonance (5&@=46,,) and
also the possibility of thermally assisted absorp-
tion. A quantitative determination of this effect is
not possible due to the uncertainty in the value of
the linewidth. (c) It is worth noting that the heat-
pulse experiments (Figs. 21 and 22) show a qualita-
tively similar baseline shift with a very broad
resonance. It is possible that this similarity in-
dicates that the superconducting generators have a

ev
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FIG. 24. Plot of the square of resonance frequency
~(H) as a function of square of applied magnetic field H.

large spike at 2~ riding on a weak heat-pulse back-
ground. The frequency selectivity of the tunnel-
junction detector compared to the bolometer com-
plicates this interpretation.

C. Magnetic Field Tunability

As was discussed in Sec. II D and shown previ-
ously, if the superconducting films are sufficient-
ly thin on the scale of the penetration depth A.,
the gap parameter is not drastically spatially
dependent (6 is approximately constant throughout
the film) and varies monotonically from its maxi-
mum value to zero with increasing field, undergo-
ing a second-order transition to the normal state
at the critical field [see Eq. (12)]. In Fig. 23 we
show a series of absorption curves for a heater/
tin-film/Ge/tin-tunnel &unction detector system
for various applied H fields parallel to the films.
Clearly, the peak of the resonance absorption is
shifted monotonically to lower energy with higher
magnetic field. There is also a decrease in the
absorption peak corresponding to this decrease in
position. A fit of this peak position (assuming this
to be equal to the energy gap 2&) to Eq. (12) is
shown in Fig. 24 where we indeed see that over the
range of tunability good agreement with the straight-
forward Ginsburg-Landau theory results. For
thicker films we have found very little tunability as
the gap discontinuously drops to zero at a field ap-
proaching the bulk critical field II,&. In addition,
the theoretical density of excitations in the presence
of a magnetic field deviates from that of the fami-
liar BCS form, and the tunneling I-V characteris-
tics reflect this effect. Qne cannot interpret the
data in.the usual BCS fashion. As is shown in Fig.
5, the density of excitations broadens, ' ' and the
square-root singularity disappears. The gap, how-
ever, still displays a sharp edge both theoretically
and experimentally and is a monotonic function of
applied field.

For purposes of identification of the energy gap
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from the I- V characteristics of the tunnel-junction
detector, we present here a practical criterion
which correlates well with the position of the ab-
sorption peak. It is found that the construction de-
scribed by McMillan and Rowell ' to determine the
energy gap 2~ in a superconductor-insulator-super-
conductor tunnel junction can be applied to this sys-
tem with good results. By extrapolating the almost
linear region above 2~, and the region below 2h
and determining the position where the current is
halfway betmeen these two extrapolated lines, a
good correlation with the peak of the resonance
curve is achieved. We see no theoretical justifica-
tion for such a procedure but the results suggest
that this is a sufficiently accurate method for de-
termining an "effective energy gap" at which the
peak in the spectrum of emitted phonons occurs.

There are three possible reasons for the de-
crease in the strength of the absorption peak as a
function of magnetic field and all probably play an
important part in the final result. First, as was
discussed above, the density of excitations in the
superconductor is no longer of the BCS shape with
the square-root singularity at the gap edge. This
modification invalidates somewhat the calculations
performed in Sec. II and illustrated in Fig. 2. This
effect could tend to broaden the distribution around
the peak and put more weight into the lower-energy
modes (see Fig. 5) thus decreasing the peak
strength. Second, the phonon-defect interaction in

V)

Z

TiME (@sec)

FIG. 25. Ballistic pulses in Al203. V for three values
of magnetic field. Propagation direction c axis. Path
length 1.3 cm. Phonon-fluorescence experiment. Sn
generator. Sn tunnel-junction detector.

Ge is expected to vary with a high-power energy
t see Eq. (22) where 1/7 varies as ~ j. Inelastic
scattering, on the other hand, varies much more
slowly with &. Hence, from these considerations,
one would expect the lower-energy resonance ab-
sorptions to be substantially weaker. Third, as
we are changing 26 to lower values, the ratio 2b/
k~T becomes smaller, thus increasing the number
of thermally excited quasiparticles. As will be
shown shortly, this change in the excited quasipar-
ticle density has a profound effect on the emitted
spectrum.

The decrease in peak strength is most likely a
results of a combination of all three effects and so
it is not clear that the limit of tunability of the
emitted phonons is ~ & k& & 2~. We can only say
that using this Ge: Sb spectrometer at 1.4 K we

can discern tunability over this energy range.
Using this tunability feature, we have observed,

in a direct fashion, the splitting of the A3 ground
state of V ' in A1~0,. As outlined in Sec. IIE and
illustrated in Fig. 11, it is possible to study this
level due to the fact that the selection rules allom

a coupling to the T modes but not the L modes.
Hence by studying the ratio of T and L peaks as a
function of emitted phonon energy, we can observe
a resonance absorption due to this selective cou-
pling.

Phonons were generated by a constantan-heater-
Sn-film arrangement, propagated in the c direction
of the Ales, and detected by a conventional tunnel

junction. Pulse powers were typically of the order
of a watt, with pulse widths usually less than 0. 1

JU, sec except when pulse-width dependences were
studied. Good clean L and T pulses mere obtained
as shown in Fig. 25, with very little ringing, a
result of the relatively large path length (1.3 cm)
and consequent long delay time between generating
pulse and arriving signal. This good signal al-
lowed accurate measurement of the peak strengths
and the relative peak heights of the two modes.
The pulse marked W' is believed to be due to side-
wall scattered phonons.

The quantitative results of this experiment are
shown in Fig. 26. Here we have plotted the ratio
of peak strengths as a function of tuned phonon en-
ergy and we see a strong absorption peak centered
at 1.02+0. 01 meV, exactly where expected. We
see that at this concentration (4. 5@10'~ cm~) the
absorption peak is approximately 25% of the total
signal, and again the linewidth is typically of the
order of 20%. From the magnitude of the absorp-
tion shown in Fig. 26 and Eq. (25) one can get an
estimate for the magnetoelastic coefficient I G«l .
We find a value of 10 ' erg (-10 cm ') for I G44 l .
This appears to be the right order of magnitude for
this coefficient.

The energy gap of a superconductor varies also
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FIG. 26. Ratio of intensity of transverse to longitudinal
pulse in Al,03:V ' as a function of energy gap of Sn film.
Energy gap determined according to procedure described
in text.

creases exponentially with decreasing temperature.
From these data it is very difficult to extract the
ratios of T to L signal. This tail we attribute to
the existence of thermally excited quasiparticles
in the generating and detecting superconducting
films. The population density varies exponentially
with temperature; the activation energy being the
superconducting energy gap. These quasiparticles
have a continuous excitation spectrum over which
they can scatter phonons. Consequently, the mean
free path for phonons (of all energies) decreases
as a result of these new scattering processes and
a phonon of energy ~ 24 is not necessarily corn-
pell'ed to pair break. From Fig. 1, it is clear that
it can with comparable probability excite an already
existing quasiparticle to a higher level. This will
not create new excitations which, in the generation
process would guarantee a phonon of energy 2~, or
in the detection phase a subsequent voltage pulse.
Consequently, a phonon beam incident upon a su-
perconductor with a finite density of quasiparticle
excitations will undergo a subsequent thermaliza-
tion process. This argument applies both to the
generator and detector in our situation, and the
net result is a long diffusionlike tail. In the inter-
pretation of the T = 0 K case that we have presented
previously, thermodynamic equilibrium is not nec-
essarily reached. This observed temperature de-
pendence cannot be due to scattering processes in
the Al&O, crystal as heat pulses at similar power
densities propap. ate with very little attenuation.

From these results, we conclude that it is nec-
essary to perform these experiments at as low a
temperature as possible to reduce the number of

~(T) = k T e'"'"s'
1 14

where E is a function of the ratio 6/ksT. This
'(T)/'(0) vs T/T, dependence is plotted as an in-
sert in Fig. 27 where we see for easily obtainable
temperatures one can tune the gap completely to
zero. This tunability was utilized on the Al&03. V '
system where, it was hoped, that by temperature
tuning the gap one could observe the same absorp-
tion level seen in the magnetic field tuned case.
The gap was independently measured by plotting
the I-V characteristic of the detector junction and
the temperature was monitored by the helium vapor
pressure.

/he unsuccessful results of this experiment are
shown in Fig. 27 where we show the arriving pulse
as a function of time for various temperatures. It
becomes immediately clear that, except for the
lowest reduced temperatures, the arriving signal
is dominated by a large diffusivelike tail which de-
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FIG. 27. Temperature dependence of ballistic pulses in
Al&03 .V '. I'honon-fluorescence experiment.
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FIG. 28. Theoretical calculation of population ratio of
quasiparticles at gap edge to those paired at the Fermi
level for different values of pulse power as a function of
time. For choice of parameters see text.

thermally excited quasiparticles. If this number
becomes significant, other scattering processes
will result and our relatively simple O'K inter-
pretation no longer holds.

D. Power Dependence

= nI+ 2', a(ni) ——~

~R

The obvious analogy between the model presented
here and the familiar three-level optical-laser sys-
tem leads one to speculate as to whether a popula-
tion inversion is possible. A phonon incident upon
a superconductor (n~ & 2A) will cause pair breaking
from the ground state (level one) resulting in exci-
tations in the quasicontinuum of states above the

gap edge (level three). These excitations will then
decay to the top of the energy gap (level two). Both
of these processes are extremely fast (& 10 '0 sec)
and can be assumed to respond immediately on the
time scale of the pulses applied in this work (10-
100 nsec). The recombination lifetime, on the
other hand is typically of the order of or longer
than these pulse times. Unlike the optical analogy
this lifetime 7R is inversely dependent upon the
population density of this level (Na).

With these considerations in mind, one can easily
write down the rate equations for this system, as-
suming the transition 3-1 is not allowed and 1-3
-2 instantaneously follows the externally applied
pulse. We consider a tunnel-junction configuration,
and the rate equations for levels one and two be-
come

Here, the injected current nI is in units of elec-
trons/sec cm, and N~a is the nonlinear factor from
pair breaking due to high-energy excitations as
calculated in Fig. 15. We will assume v.

R varies
as 1/Nz, and ~„atT = T, is -10 ' sec. For a tri-
angular current pulse of 30-nsec duration, a 10-mA
junction consisting of films 1000 A thick, and as-
suming the density of states at E~ for Sn to be
0. 238 state/eV atom, these equations were solved
iteratively for T = 0 'K boundary conditions. The
calculated ratio N2/N, for two different peak-power
levels is shown in Fig. 28 where we see, as ex-
pected, a rise in the ratio during the application
of the pulse until N& becomes comparable to N1.
After the turnoff of the pulse, we see the expected
decay, the decay length of which is population de-
pendent. In fact, we see for reasonably modest
pulse powers (=1 W) we have determined that the
population will invert (Nz/N, & 1).

There are, of course, many important aspects
ignored in this calculation which must be consid-
ered before one can determine definitely whether
this population inversion is possible. The most
serious defect in this calculation is that we have
ignored the fact that the excited quasiparticles obey
Fermi statistics. The inclusion of this restriction
at these high injection levels will undoubtedly
broaden the distribution of excitations, and it is
incorrect to assume that all excited particles are
at an energy ~. This will result in an energy
broadening of the 2L spike. Also, serious ques-
tions regarding the gap dependence at this high in-
jection rate, and the value and time dependence of
7.

R in this nonequilibrium situation must be pre-
cisely known. Experimentally we have so far only
studied the generator-power dependence of the pho-
non signals in the range of pulse powers of 1 to
about 40 %. The observed signal over this range
is found to go up very nearly as the square of the
power. This behavior is believed to be in large
part due to nonlinearity in the detecting junction.
A detailed investigation of possible effects due to
stimulated emission is under way.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using the stress-dependent properties of the Sb-
donor levels in Ge, we have shown that the spec-
trum of phonons emitted from a superconducting
tunnel junction into a crystal possesses a large
peak at an energy value 2b (the superconducting en-
ergy gap. ) Utilizing an identical superconductor
tunnel junction as a detector the system behaves ef-
fectively as a monochromatic source. This result
persists up to quite high-power levels and to ex-
plain these results it is necessary to invoke a mod-
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el whereby phonons h+ & 2h are reabsorbed by the
superconductor very quickly and the only phonons
escaping are k& & 2~. This model was then applied
to the situation of a heat pulse incident upon a sup-
erconducting film. We have shown that the frequen-
cy spectrum of a heat pulse can be correctly de-
termined by properly taking into account the power
generated and the specific-heat mismatch between
the heater and the crystal. Utilizing this thermal
spectrum, we have applied this down-conversion
model to a heat pulse on various superconductors at
various temperatures, and the results qualitatively
agree with our experimental observations on a sim-
ilar system. The black-body spectrum is trans-
formed into a distribution displaying a large peak
(as well as an upper energy cutoff) at 2a. The
powers we have been able to generate in this peak
are of the order of a watt.

In addition to displaying the flexibility of the sys-
tem to the choice of superconductor (thereby vary-
ing 2h) we have shown that by the application of
parallel magnetic field, 2b, (and hence the emitted
spectrum) can be tuned for a specific superconduct-
or. Our results have shown that the range of this
tunability is at least 6 & h~ & 2h and perhaps further
at sufficiently low temperatures. These two as-
pects of tunability render the device useful over a
substantial energy range in the far-infrared region
(in principle from about 0. 2-2 meV).

As a result of our studies of modal and energy
dependence of the absorption in Qe: Sb we have
been able to draw certain conclusions about the in-
teraction of phonons with these Sb impurity levels.
By far the dominant scattering mechanism when

5& =44, is that of resonance absorption proposed
by Griffin and Carruthers, while the static model,
calculated by Keyes, is not significant in this en-
ergy range. We have also used the device, and the
magnetic field tunability, to observe the ground-
state splitting of the V ' ion in Al&03 occurring at
1.02 meV, and the order of magnitude estimate for
the magnetoelastic coefficient G« is found to be
—10 ' erg.

The applicability of this technique appears to be
quite widespread. Tunnel junctions can be fabri-
cated on most solid surfaces if adequately prepared
and the measurement is then limited by phonon
mean-free-path considerations in the crystal under
study. The variation of energy gap with material
and magnetic field make possible phonon propaga-
tion and interaction studies in a frequency region
heretofore most difficult to achieve.

Note added i' manuscript. In a recent experi-.
ment at lower temperatures we have indeed ob-
served the expected BCS singularity at the 4h rise.
In addition we have seen the transition from the
linear to the square-root limit (number of injected
particles» number of particles thermally excited).
These data will be published elsewhere.
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